Want to Get the Most Out of Client Development Coaching?
By Cordell Parvin on December 11th, 2012

Do you want to get the most out of client development coaching? I tell lawyers I coach that one way
to get the most from our coaching session is prepare a detailed agenda.
In October I started coaching the 9th group of lawyers at Fox Rothschild. The group is Make Fox
Rain 9 and is an awesome group of senior associates.
This month I have coaching calls with the Make Fox Rain 9 group. Most associates have provided a
detailed agenda a few days in advance. That shows me they are really engaged. Several members
of the group are using my Coaching Call Agenda.
Amy Purcell is a senior associate lawyer in the Make Fox Rain 9 group. I asked for her permission
to share her agenda for our coaching call with you and she kindly gave me permission.
1. Since our last meeting, I have started using Zite
and Flipboard to post articles on Twitter and
LinkedIn. Is posting the article enough? Any advice
on short, catchy commentary?
2. Any other useful iPad apps?
3. Go over 2013 Business Plan.
4. Writing a blog post seems to take me too long, so I
never get around to doing it. Any advice?
5. I can’t seem to get started to actually plan my
weekly activities. Can you help me by suggesting a
routine and/or items that I should have on the list
every week?
6. Tips of how to update my Firm bio. I have attached a copy.
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As you can see from Amy’s agenda, our call was very focused on what she wanted to do more
effectively. I am confident the Make Fox Rain group will do very well because each member of the
group is taking time to share a detailed agenda with me.

Cordell M. Parvin built a national construction practice during his 35 years practicing law. At Jenkens & Gilchrist, Mr. Parvin was
the Construction Law Practice Group Leader and was also responsible for the firm’s attorney development practice. While there he
taught client development and created a coaching program for junior partners. In 2005, Mr. Parvin left the firm and started Cordell
Parvin LLC. He now works with lawyers and law firms on career development and planning and client development. He is the
co-author of Say Ciao to Chow Mein: Conquering Career Burnout and other books for lawyers. To learn more visit his Web site,
www.cordellparvin.com or contact him at cparvin@cordellparvin.com.
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